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ABSTRACT

Operations in Afghanistan and Iraq have demonstrated that cognitive pressures on military personnel are extremely high. Decisions that were once made by colonels are being made by captains and the consequences of those decisions are having global impacts. It is imperative that the U.S. military improve the ability of soldiers to make quick, accurate, and reliable decisions in complex, dynamic and ambiguous situations. To do so, soldiers must be able to move between formal reasoning and intuitive decision making quickly and seamlessly. We call this ability “battle-wisdom” and believe that it may be a decisive factor in determining the outcome of future conflicts. If the U.S. military is to remain operationally superior in network centric warfare, it needs to increase the overall level of battle-wisdom in its forces.

We have identified several promising options for attracting, developing, and keeping battle-wise soldiers: lateral entry; rigorous and intense training in unfamiliar, ambiguous, and urgent circumstances; educational emphasis on analytic thinking and cross-boundary leadership; rigorous sorting before the 10-12 year mark; a more flexible retirement system; a steeper pay scale; and increased use of variable monetary incentives. Further research is needed to determine whether and how these ideas should be pursued.
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INTRODUCTION

We’ve had to transition to more unconventional warfare in some highly complex terrain that includes not only cities and towns, but also rivers, valleys, wetlands and desert . . . . I’ve been most impressed with adaptability of our leaders and soldiers, especially the ability of relatively junior leaders to take on roles that were far beyond the traditional scope of a company or battalion commander. Those officers are running towns in Iraq, helping organize and working with civic leaders, making tough decisions day and night, even while conducting combat operations around the clock . . . . I think that kind of adaptability and sophistication is something we need to fold back into the batter here as we think about shaping the future Army . . . . We want an adaptive organization full of problem solvers. We want them to know how to think, not just what to think.1 [Emphasis added]

--General Peter Schoomaker, Army Chief of Staff

Iraq … is precisely the kind of unpredictable environment in which a cohort of hidebound and inflexible officers would prove disastrous . . . . the exigencies of the Iraq war are forcing decision-making downward; tank captains tell of being handed authority, mid-battle, for tasks that used to be reserved for colonels.2 [Emphasis added]

--Dan Baum, The New Yorker

The United States is well on its way to integrating Network Centric Warfare (NCW) into its war fighting doctrine. At the same time, adversaries are levering networking technologies and concepts to further their aims. Although many of these adversaries are technologically inferior to US forces in firepower, their use of network centric concepts can potentially affect the costs (and maybe even the outcome) of war. Operations in Afghanistan and the ongoing insurgency in Iraq provide glimpses of what US forces are likely face in the future. These conflicts demonstrate that cognitive pressures on military personnel are already extremely high for a number of reasons. First, soldiers must often make complex decisions in a split-second that can have deadly implications and severe penalties for being wrong. Second, because of the ubiquity of video cameras and news teams, the consequences of a military decision may end up on television or the Internet, possibly with international political ramifications. Third, these life-and-death decisions may be complicated by ambiguities, such as the blurred lines between war and peace, between combat and law enforcement, and between hostile civilians and plain-clothes insurgents. Fourth, soldiers face opponents who are trying to confuse, disrupt, outsmart, and harm them. They must contend with self-preservation and face their own mortality on top of their other burdens. As opponents become more sophisticated in their own use of networks (both technical and human), military operations are likely to grow even more complex, stressful, ill-defined, and politically sensitive.
One result of this trend is that junior ranks of enlisted personnel and officers are being given increasing levels of responsibility. Decisions that were once made by colonels are being made by captains and majors, and the consequences of those decisions can have global impacts. Thus, it is imperative that the U.S. military improve the ability of soldiers—especially junior ones—to make quick, accurate, and reliable decisions.

Clearly, a necessary condition for achieving this goal is to provide soldiers with more and better information. Increased access to information, if it is gathered, processed, analyzed, filtered and presented properly, can certainly improve decision-making. A great deal of effort is currently being expended to solve that problem. Our analysis focuses instead on the cognitive domain of NCW: the area that focuses on how decisions themselves are made. In particular, we are interested in the decision-making process itself and the traits that enable some people to make better decisions than others. We believe that the best soldiers in NCW will be those who make the best decisions, and that this will require a combination of more timely reasoning (formal decision-making) and more reliable intuition (naturalistic decision-making). The former (exemplified by the Military Decision Making Process) has the advantage of being rigorous and repeatable (and thus more easily communicated to others), but it is often time-consuming. The latter is well suited for time urgent, complex and ambiguous situations, but it relies on pattern matching and/or extrapolation (usually subconsciously) from prior experience. If prior experience is either missing or irrelevant, then the utility of this approach is diminished. In addition, intuitive decision making is highly idiosyncratic, and thus hard to explain to others. This has serious implications for the communication of command intent—a critical component of NCW.

We believe that current and future operational environments call for the integration of reasoning and intuition into a savvy yet thoughtful quality we call “battle-wisdom.” A battle-wise soldier relies on intuition when decisions must be made extremely quickly and under great duress. By relying on experience and focusing on finding a “satisfying” solution, such a soldier can quickly zero in on a good course of action. In contrast, if a battle-wise soldier is under less time pressure, he or she can take a more formal approach to decision-making that allows him or her to analyze more data, evaluate and compare options, and possibly obtain advice from other people. Even if this person ends up making an intuitive decision, he or she can use an analytic approach to check whether his/her instincts are on track before the decision is communicated to others. In essence, a battle-wise person will have a “sixth sense” for when to go with his/her gut and when to stop, gather more data, and use a formal decision-making approach. He/she will be able to take the initiative when necessary, but also know when to pull back and wait, analyze, or ask for help. Such traits will prove vital in urban warfare, counter-insurgencies, peace-keeping, and other types of military operations that are likely to face US forces in the coming years.

In summary, our notion of battle-wisdom reflects the ability of soldiers to move seamlessly from one method of decision-making to another as the situation dictates. This is not easy. Each method involves different cognitive abilities and uses information differently. Each has strengths and weaknesses. Each is best used in different situations. We believe that it is critical for the U.S. military to recognize battle-wisdom as a critical ability that may prove to be one of the decisive factors in determining the outcome of conflict in the coming decades. Whatever its strength on paper, if the U.S. military is to remain operationally superior in networked warfare, it
needs people who are more battle-wise, and it needs many such people. The more battle-wise each soldier is, the better he or she will be able to function effectively in the chaotic, unstructured, ambiguous, and perilous situations that await him or her. And the more battle-wise individuals there are in the military, the better U.S. forces will be able to work collectively (or self-synchronize) in unpredictable environments to gain a cognitive edge in networked warfare. Because of the importance of on-the-ground information, initiative, and authority, the U.S. military will not succeed if it relies solely on a battle-wise few at the top of the command chain; if anything, it is probably more important for battle-wise soldiers to be found at the lowest ranks because that is where the action is and where lives are lost.

The U.S. military has several policy levers that it can use to increase the battle-wisdom of its personnel. Recruiting strategies can be used to find and attract people with battle-wise abilities and potential. Sorting strategies are important for identifying, grooming and assigning people capable of effective cognition in operations. Education and training can be used to improve the intuition, reasoning, and specific battle-wise abilities of individual soldiers and teams. Retention policies are essential for keeping the requisite numbers of battle-wise people in the military for as long as they are needed. And all of these endeavors must reinforce one another. The sections that follow will examine how. Specific recommendations will be presented in the areas of recruiting, education and training, and retention. The result is a broad program for strengthening the cognitive abilities of U.S. forces.

RECRUITING

There is little doubt that one of the most critical factors in creating a top-notch all-volunteer military is the ability to recruit the right people. Recruiting is the first step in the process of fielding a force of battle-wise soldiers. One of the key challenges facing the military, of course, is that the private sector competes with them for the same pool of talent. This challenge is particularly difficult when it comes to individuals who have the cognitive qualities that allow them to excel in information-rich, complex, pressurized, time-sensitive environments. Compounding this challenge is the fact that people join the military for a variety of reasons. A survey of the roughly 200,000 people who volunteered for active duty between 1996 and 1998 found that:

- 30% joined to finance their college education;
- 20% joined for job training and experience;
- 20% joined for the pay and/or travel; and
- 10% joined out of a sense of duty.

Thus, there is no single policy lever that can be used to attract recruits across society. Because NCW will require responsibility to be pushed down to lower levels in the military, the DOD will need to recruit more battle-wise soldiers in both the enlisted ranks and the officer corps. However, the challenges that it will face in identifying and “capturing” personnel of each type will differ. We begin by analyzing enlisted troops.
Enlisted Personnel

Two criteria are used to identify “high quality” enlisted recruits: scores on the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) and level of education. The former is used to weed out recruits who are not likely to succeed in the military: “The AFQT is designed to measure the trainability of potential recruits—more specifically, to identify individuals who are at high risk of not completing the initial training program.”6 It does this by assessing achievement and aptitude rather than pure intelligence (which is why scores on the AFQT tend to rise with age). The latter is used as a proxy of both intelligence and achievement. Current enlistment standards require that 90 percent of recruits have a high school diploma and that 60 percent score in the upper half of the AFQT.7 High-quality enlisted recruits satisfy both criteria.

While education and aptitude as measured by the AFQT do provide some ability to predict military performance, these measures do not capture a number of the intangible attributes of outstanding soldiers.8 In fact, those intangibles often do not reveal themselves until people are placed in situations that simulate combat: “…research has shown that only on-the-job experience can reveal certain important but previously unobserved aspects of quality, such as effort, reliability, leadership, ability to work as part of a team, and communication skills.”9 To be more precise, research performed by the RAND Corporation has found that roughly 75% of a soldier’s “quality” is related to the intangibles that show up during performance of their duties, while about 25% of “quality” is related to education level and AFQT score.10 In addition, the Government Accountability Office has found that it takes four years to measure the full performance of a given recruiting “class.”11

Thus, predictions of military performance cannot be made with the current metrics used to recruit enlisted personnel. Individuals capable of anticipation, initiative, quick reactions, and learning in action may be better network centric war-fighters than others who lack these qualities, even if the former have less education and/or lower AFQT scores than the latter. Yet, identifying inexperienced people who have such traits is not easy; if it were, the military would already be using those methods to recruit at least some of its soldiers. The reality is that until the armed services are able to develop new tests and methods to evaluate battle-wise traits in potential enlisted recruits, they have little choice but to continue using AFQT scores and education as filtering criteria.12

Once promising enlisted recruits are identified, they need to be convinced to sign up for military service. This is becoming increasingly difficult because of the growing imperative for young people to attend college in order to obtain gainful employment in the private sector. The better educated potential recruits are, the more career options they have, and the higher their salary demands will be. A great deal of research has been done to find the optimal approach for recruiting in this new environment. For example, researchers at RAND have examined this problem and concluded that the best approach for the services is to focus on loan repayment for college expenses.13 This seems like a reasonable solution, but we are not experts in this field. We encourage the interested reader to examine the literature that explores this issue in great detail.
Officers

Officers are generally selected via one of the three ways: admission to a service school (e.g. U.S. Naval Academy), Reserve Officers’ Training Corps (ROTC), or promotion from the enlisted ranks. Each of these paths has its own method for identifying both high performers and those unlikely to survive a career in the military. Although these recruiting methods are different than those used for recruiting enlisted personnel, level of education and achievement are still used as filters, albeit through different means. For example, some service schools rank-order students based on both academic standing and performance in boot-camp-type professional training. In all three recruiting methods used for officers, the military has some way of observing recruits in either simulated or real operational exercises. As a result, the armed services should be able to do a better job of identifying battle-wise officers than battle-wise enlisted personnel. In fact, research has shown that it may be possible to predict the leadership performance of officers by looking at a small set of cognitive and personality traits.

In general, officers have more years of education than enlisted personnel and thus have more attractive career options and earnings potential in the private sector. Although the military can try to match the starting compensation packages offered by companies, it will be hard-pressed to succeed in this strategy. One problem is that it has less flexibility in its ability to offer variable forms of compensation (e.g. bonuses, stock options, etc.) because its pay structure is primarily based on rank and tenure rather than skill set, scope of responsibility, and occupation. On the other hand, if the Defense Department simply tried to pay all of its officers at the equivalent private sector rate, it would end up grossly overpaying some while underpaying others. In any case, this strategy is unaffordable.

While salary is important for recruiting officers, by itself it may prove insufficient for attracting battle-wise officers in large numbers. To recruit high quality officers today, the armed forces currently focus on a mix of tangible and intangible benefits that one can receive from the military. They should continue to do so. In particular, prospective education and training are key levers at the military’s disposal. The armed services offer top notch education and training to officers at little or no cost. This is an attractive proposition for many highly skilled and ambitious people, plus education and training are essential in their own right for developing battle-wise people. Other tangible benefits include free health care and generous retirement benefits. Intangible benefits include the chance to “see the world” and to be of service to one’s country. These benefits are explored further in the section on retention.

Lateral Entry

The current US active-duty personnel system is considered “closed” in the sense that one must generally enter at the bottom of the hierarchy and climb to the top. (There are exceptions to this rule, as we will discuss below). This is different than the civilian personnel system used by the Defense Department, which allows people to enter its workforce at middle and senior levels of management. One reason that the current active-duty system is closed is that it based on an outdated assumption that incoming people are unskilled and inexperienced high school graduates.

There are two problems with this assumption. The first is that the number of high school graduates who are pursuing college degrees is growing. These potential recruits are gaining
education and skills that are valued in the private sector, and thus expect higher salaries, more responsibility, and more seniority than are provided to unskilled high school graduates. With college as a popular option, the traditional pool of “high-quality” enlisted applicants is shrinking. Simultaneously, the demands being placed on enlisted recruits are increasing: “Requirements are shifting toward enlisted personnel who are knowledgeable decision-makers who can apply general principles in technical fields, define problems and reach conclusions, and communicate these technical issues effectively to co-workers.” A similar problem is found in the officer ranks. For example, due to shortages at the rank of captain, the Army has begun to recruit extra lieutenants and rush them to promotion a year early, whether or not they are qualified – hardly a way to upgrade cognitive capabilities for networked warfare.

One implication of these trends is a potential shortage of battle-wise personnel at the very time when the military needs more of them. One approach that deserves examination is to expand lateral entry into the military to provide a new stream of future war-fighters. There are four potential benefits associated with this idea:

- It can fill gaps in certain fields where young recruits are hard to find or where skills gaps exist due to attrition;
- It can expand the potential pool of applicants;
- It can provide entrants with backgrounds and abilities that are relevant to war-fighting.
- It can reduce training costs.

The traditional argument against lateral entry is that recruits are not capable of functioning effectively in the military without starting at the bottom and working their way up through the ranks. While this assumption certainly held true when the vast majority of recruits had relatively low skills and education, we have already seen that today’s applicants are both better educated and higher skilled than in the past. There are some aspects of military training, especially combat, that are unquestionably unique. However, the private sector now provides many of the general skills that the military teaches to its recruits, especially in the areas of combat support and combat service support. Thus, the armed forces have the opportunity to bring in experienced people at more senior levels and provide them with military-specific training rather than general skills training. This allows the services to get qualified people with experience and proven, relevant abilities into the force quickly. In fact, the armed services do this already with their Reserve forces. The key question is whether this approach should be broadened to people with no prior military experience.

In our judgment, the more the military relies on network centric concepts, the more attractive and feasible lateral entry becomes as an option to supplement current recruiting methods. Depending on the work experience that one has before joining the military, it may be easier to identify battle-wise traits in such recruits. For example, if someone were to switch from being a fireman or police officer to being a soldier, the military might be able to assess fairly accurately how that person would perform under urgent, life and death circumstances. It goes without saying that recruits who join the military via lateral entry must still undergo basic and advanced military training. While, it is possible that this training could be abbreviated, the real benefit of
this approach is that the military is likely to end up with more battle-wise soldiers when the training is done than if it had recruited people right out of school.

The Navy and that Army are currently experimenting with lateral entry programs for enlisted occupations and having limited success. However, these programs have not focused on attracting soldiers with battle-wise characteristics. On the contrary, they tend to focus on technicians, medical support staff, and musicians. Other programs that focus on lateral entry into the officer corps (e.g., for medical doctors and lawyers) appear to be more successful. In addition, the heavy reliance on and excellent performance of reservists in Operation Iraqi Freedom and its aftermath demonstrate the value of at least some forms of lateral entry. We believe that the potential benefits of lateral entry justify continued experimentation to determine if this recruiting strategy can increase the number of battle-wise soldiers in the military.

For example, why not recruit a college-educated firefighter or police officer with a few years of experience, run them through basic military training, and then give them a rank that puts them in charge of recruits who have had no experience dealing with complex, life-and-death situations? Is it not possible that a firefighter or police officer with five years of experience facing time urgent, life-and-death decisions is equivalent to a military officer with one or two years of experience? It behooves the military to explore this in earnest, especially given the fact that many of its current and future operations will involve counter-insurgency tactics, peacekeeping operations, and urban warfare.

There are limits to how far a lateral-entry strategy can go, even if it proves successful in the lower ranks. The military has unique training requirements, and the higher one goes in the organization the more one needs the in-depth knowledge that can only be acquired within that organization. Intensive training can only provide so much information; the rest must be learned through experience. There are also potentially serious implications of lateral entry for unit cohesion and morale. Therefore, we suggest a deliberate and experimental approach, addressing important questions before such a system is implemented on a large scale:

- What occupations will be open for lateral entry? Will combat positions be filled?
- What levels of training and experience will be required of lateral entrants?
- What incentives will be provided to attract lateral entrants?
- How will potential recruits be identified?

Lateral entry should be explored as one way to address the looming demand for more battle-wise war-fighters. If nothing else, it could be an option when a need arises to increase rapidly the number of battle-wise soldiers – a need that cannot be met quickly enough via traditional “start-at-the-bottom” recruiting strategies. But even if lateral entry is adopted, it will account for only a small fraction of total recruits. For the most part, the military must still bring in soldiers at the bottom of their hierarchy. Given the challenges associated with trying to identify battle-wise people before they join the military, the armed services have little choice but to focus heavily on evaluating people in their junior years in order to identify people with the potential to be battle-wise war-fighters (while still using filter tools like the AFQT to weed out likely drop outs). This process, called “sorting,” will be discussed in more detail below.
Whichever recruiting strategy is adopted, the military will still need to compete with the private sector for people. It is important for the military’s tangible benefits (base pay, bonuses, retirement pay, health care) to be competitive with, if not equal to, those found in the private sector. However, we believe that the key to diverting talent away from business and other non-military professions lies with the intangible benefits (skills, education, career development, job excitement and satisfaction, esprit de corps) that the military can bring to bear because that is where the military has advantages over the private sector.

While recruiting is a critical first step in populating the armed services with growing numbers of battle-wise personnel, it alone cannot solve the challenge faced by DOD. In addition to training and educating new recruits when they “walk in the door,” the services must increase the battle-wisdom of soldiers who are already in the fold. The next section explores this challenge.

TRAINING AND EDUCATION

“…transformation of the military will substantially increase the cognitive demands on even the most junior levels of the military. In short, everybody must think. Our current training and educational processes will not adequately prepare our people to cope with these increasing and constantly changing cognitive requirements.”²⁴

--- Defense Science Board Task Force on Training for Future Conflicts.

Generally speaking, military education provides foundational and contextual knowledge for the military profession, while training focuses sharpening specific skills. Both are important levers for enhancing battle-wisdom for networked warfare by improving the ability of war-fighters, both individually and in teams, to blend intuition with reasoning in order to solve complex problems, seize opportunities, exhibit adaptability, and take responsibility for hard choices under extreme pressure and urgency.

Training

The requirement to gain cognitive superiority in networked warfare implies a growing need for training intuition and reasoning to enhance the abilities we identify with battle-wisdom. As the Defense Science Board (DSB) put it: “The future will require that more of our people do new and much more complicated cognitive tasks more rapidly and for longer continuous periods than ever before…this amounts to a qualitative change in the demands of our people that can not be supported by traditional kinds of training.”²⁵ The DSB got it right. In fact, the current operation in Iraq is demonstrating quite clearly that the “future” is here now.

Training today has both a traditional component and, increasingly, a component that responds to the unfamiliarity and unpredictability of the current security environment and operational contingencies. The requirement to train soldiers in standard skills and forms of military operations is not going to disappear. They must know how to operate equipment, including information systems, carry out orders, and work together in small and large units. However, there is a risk that focusing on “by the book” tactics, techniques, and procedures will not produce the kind of cognitive training needed by troops in today’s military operations. As early as 2000, General Eric Shinseki, US Army Chief of Staff, stated that about half of a soldier’s training was...
meaningless and “non-essential.” Subsequent research by the Army War College revealed that:

…the problem was not “bogus” training exercises but worthwhile training being handled in such a way as to stifle fresh thinking. The Army had so loaded training schedules with doctrinaire requirements and standardized procedures that unit commanders had no time—or need—to think for themselves. The service was encouraging “reactive instead of proactive thought, compliance instead of creativity, and adherence instead of audacity.”

The current US Army Chief of Staff, General Peter Schoomaker, concurs with that assessment but notes, quite rightly, that changes are underway: “In the past, you were measured on how you complied with doctrine and used it to organize and accomplish your objectives. Today, we’re designing training scenarios that put people in a continual zone of discomfort…that’s where we want them. That’s how you stretch yourself.” The quote is telling because it implies doubts—healthy ones, in our view—about the value of compliance with doctrine (coming from the chief of the service for which doctrine has always been paramount). Also implicit in General Schoomaker’s statement is that change will produce bewildering circumstances for which the trainee must be stretched beyond the familiar. Intense training that stresses cognitive abilities can help soldiers develop more reliable intuition about warfare by having them experience situations with a wide range of patterns, solve various types of problems, and learn to think in strange and confusing circumstances. This will help trainees to gain a time-information advantage over adversaries and improve their ability to utilize both reasoning and intuition as needed.

Elaborating further, one way to improve decision-making is to isolate the types of decisions that one would come across in a certain situation or job function, practice those decisions repeatedly, review the success or failure of those decisions, and make appropriate adjustments next time around. In fact, the U.S. Army’s National Training Center (NTC) follows a process that is quite similar to the one we have just described. NTC’s approach follows several key tenets:

- The best learning comes from the most stressful situations.
- Learn about what matters.
- Use hard data to eliminate subjective debate about outcomes (i.e. did your decision succeed or fail).
- Learning requires facilitators who coach rather than lecture.
- Promote a learning mind-set that endures beyond the training exercise.

NTC’s training methods are well-suited for increasing battle-wisdom:

- Training must be realistic so that soldiers can gain experience recognizing patterns that are relevant to real-life combat situations.
- Soldiers are encouraged to experiment, which allows them to gain experience in recognizing what options work in which situations.
After Action Reports are conducted directly after an exercise so that soldiers learn from their mistakes while the experience is still fresh in their mind. Also, through their facilitated approach, the Army forces soldiers to recognize their own successes and failure and determine what other courses of action might have worked. Because they are in charge of their own learning, these soldiers are much more likely to internalize these lessons and incorporate them into their intuition.

A key feature of such training is to condition people to take chances and allow failure. “When you allow people to innovate and to lead, you invite failure.”31 This is important for two reasons. First, it is better to have U.S. soldiers learn from failure when training than to do so when facing an unforgiving enemy on the battlefield. Second, unless taxed to the point of failure, the learning and abilities of trainees may not be fully realized. A further benefit of NTC’s approach to training is that it focuses on unit performance as well as individual performance. This is critical in helping the military improve its ability make collective decisions—one of the capabilities that we believe will be critical in future operations.

A good example of a group whose training methods clearly enhance battle-wisdom is the Navy’s Sea, Air, Land teams (SEALs).32 SEAL recruits are subjected to multi-dimensional stress: rather than being faced with a single stress-inducing task (such as a long run), they must often perform two or three difficult tasks simultaneously. For example, recruits are asked to dive into a deep tank carrying three ropes which they must tie to a rope that is fixed six inches from the bottom. Each knot has to be tied one at a time in a different style. Once they have accomplished this task, recruits must repeat the exercise blindfolded. As a result, recruits learn to handle multiple types of stress while working in an environment they do not control—they learn to “normalize the abnormal.” Such exercises are used to build teamwork, leadership, and trust among SEALs. While they involve strength, endurance, and dexterity, these exercises are as much about cognitive skills as physical skills.

SEALs also train their recruits to failure. This is not only useful for weeding out those who lack what it takes to become special operations soldiers, but it teaches the recruits to recognize their limits and learn how to succeed despite those limits. Although SEAL training is extremely demanding physically, it is worth exploring how the principles and cognitive features used by SEALs and other special operations forces (SOF) could be incorporated more widely in the less strenuous training methods used for other troops.

Another issue that bears on cognitive development is experimentation. The military has focused a great deal on experimentation in the last decade. It has even created a command focused specifically on joint experimentation.33 While there is certainly value in pursuing experimentation, especially to strengthen joint warfare concepts and integration, there appears to be a mismatch between the current form of experimentation and that which is required to increase battle-wisdom. This mismatch occurs because experimentation is tied strongly to exercises, and the latter are traditionally used to improve performance in existing operations. Soldiers in exercises do not necessarily gain experience in a wide range of operations that can improve their intuition when faced with novel situations: “In reality, experimental objectives are often at variance with operational requirements--operations each (combatant command) must be prepared to execute….because the exercises usually stress traditional operational practices,
asymmetric threats, alternative methods of conflict deterrence, and support to peace operations are relegated to secondary importance.”34

In other words, exercises are often designed so that specific technologies, doctrines and tactics can be evaluated in a controlled set of circumstances. Unfortunately, the constraints placed on the opposing forces (OPFOR) in such scenarios are often unrealistic (or assume a less-than-clever adversary) and thus undermine the validity of the exercise results. Such a problem occurred with a major exercise called Millennium Challenge ‘02 that was designed to test one of the key concepts of net centric warfare: effects-based operations. The retired general heading the OPFOR utilized unconventional and innovative tactics that proved so disruptive and destructive to the “blue” side’s operations that exercise officials re-set the game to ignore the effects of the enemy’s unorthodox tactics.35 The OPFOR commander literally quit the game, and “blue” went on to victory – a victory that failed to test the limits of “blue” problem-solving in the face of a clever, unorthodox enemy.

Our purpose is not to denigrate the utility of exercises and experimentation; both have an important role to play in military training. However, if the military wishes to improve battle-wisdom in junior officers and enlisted personnel, it needs to provide them with a wide range of experiences, including ones that are unorthodox or unusual, in a short period of time. Exercises may be useful in augmenting the training of battle-wise soldiers -- by improving their ability to perform in joint operations and international coalitions, for example -- but they cannot form the core of cognitive preparation.

One area in particular where experimentation has not been used enough is in evaluating personnel policies themselves. The DOD should consider creating experimental units to test out new personnel policies. One group that would be a good candidate for such experiments is the OPFOR that resides at NTC. However, any unit or coherent group of soldiers (such as a career field) could be used to test out new approaches for recruiting, training, and retention.36

Our analysis to this point has shown that the training methods used by NTC and the special operations community appear well-suited to facilitating battle-wisdom. Other training methods, such as large-scale exercises, may not be as useful. This is not to say that every aspect of training needs to focus on producing battle-wise characteristics, but many soldiers today are not receiving the kind of training they need to be prepared for networked warfare.37 The military establishment should explore the expanded use of NTC and SOF training methods across the military as a whole.

Another option for strengthening the battle-wise thinking and decision-making of soldiers via training is through the use of simulations. Again, parts of the US military seem to be on the right track. One of the most promising systems under development is called the Joint Fires and Effects Trainer System (JFETS), which provides realistic 3-D simulations of warfare.38 The motivation behind this effort is to prepare troops for the increasing complexity they are facing in the field:

The backbone of military training for centuries was rote learning. The goal of the punishing routines and endless drills was to replace thinking
with instinct so that at the sound of gunshots, a soldier would automatically return fire. But this kind of schooling, the Pentagon now believes, is inadequate to prepare soldiers for hot spots like the Sunni Triangle, where it’s not enough to be a good marksman. These days, grunts fresh out of basic training must also be versed in the nuances of street-level diplomacy with an increasingly hostile citizenry in densely populated neighborhoods where allies can turn into opposing forces overnight.  

The focus of the JFETS training program is to develop soldiers’ cognitive skills and decision-making ability in high-pressure, time-sensitive environments -- in other words, to improve battle-wisdom:

JFETS [is] designed to train the individual soldier in a decentralized, networked model of warfare in which even the lowest-ranking officer can call in an air strike or a tank battalion….The Army decided that it needed to think less about educating people on the physics of artillery tubes and start teaching them how to make smart discriminations very quickly in close urban fights - training in cognitive decision-making rather than skills." [emphasis added]  

By using JFETS, soldiers can train in a wide variety of combat (or non-combat) environments in an extremely short period of time. The simulations are much less expensive than real-life exercises and they can be changed in a day to reflect up-to-the minute intelligence. This allows the military to improve a soldiers intuition by increasing the number of combat situations they experience in a given time period. While systems like JFETS are clearly important, use of simulations is not limited to large-scale, multiple-user environments; a wide variety of electronic training aids and devices can be used by individuals as part of either a formal or self-directed learning program.  

Given the fact that the number of soldiers in the military that grew up playing video games is growing rapidly, soldiers will be increasingly open to utilizing virtual environments as part of their training. In fact, the use of simulations can even have a significant on recruiting: “An Army survey of potential recruits found that the game [America’s Army—a video game in which players take on the role of new soldiers], which cost only $4 million to develop, has made a more positive impression than all the Army’s other recruiting initiatives combined.”  

We have recommended a number of options for improving the training of soldiers for networked warfare. Whatever approaches the armed forces take, it is critical to develop a methodical approach for measuring the efficacy of its training methods. Without this information, there is no reliable, timely way to know if a particular training system is having the desired effects. This is especially true for cognition-related training. To that end, the performance of forces undergoing training must be assessed at the individual, unit, and force-wide levels. The latter is important because there is too much variation at the individual or small unit level to draw broad conclusions about a military-wide training program. One way to do this is to require the armed services to deliver an annual training report card directly to the Secretary of Defense. In addition to providing metrics on the military’s training programs, this approach would help raise
the visibility of training and address the chronic under-funding of training: “Training’s achievements, its failures, and its costs are not routinely visible to those with authority over discretionary funding in the Defense Department.”\textsuperscript{44} If training continues to play second fiddle to other highly visible funding priorities such as weapon systems, U.S. forces will pay the price—especially when faced with well-trained, intelligent, networked adversaries.

**Education**

The U.S. military has an excellent system of professional military education (PME). Much of the instruction that goes on at the nation’s Service schools and Joint institutions of higher learning is built around theory and case studies. This educational approach is quite effective in supporting learning around a solid body of knowledge (such as doctrine). However, it is less effective for teaching soldiers to develop reasoning skills under uncertainty. In addition, students who exhibit unorthodox thinking are sometimes penalized despite the fact such thinking may be an explicit goal of the educational system. As a result, students may be susceptible to “groupthink.” This is partly due to the fact that soldiers are trained from day one to be aware of rank, even in the classroom, and partly due to the fact that students are acutely focused on grades. Promotions at higher ranks are extremely competitive and student performance in Service and Joint schools is a key factor in promotion decisions. Thus, students are often reluctant to jeopardize their academic standing by challenging the system and potentially hurting their grades. As a result, PME sometimes fosters an environment where students are taught to mimic the thought processes either of their instructors or of their superiors in the classroom.\textsuperscript{45}

Another challenge facing the military, particularly the Army, is that peacekeeping operations call for different skills and knowledge than battlefield operations, but its education system is still primarily focused on war fighting: “While many basic leadership skills carry over from war to peacekeeping, the latter calls for more patience and political and cultural sensitivity. The Army recognizes this challenge, but there is little evidence that it has significantly broadened the education of its rising leaders…”\textsuperscript{46} Part of the problem is that the decision-making styles involved in peacekeeping operations may be quite different from those used in a war-fighting situation. Thus, the Army must educate (and train) soldiers to function effectively using two different decision-making styles. This is not easy, and once again points to the need for recruiting, training, and retaining those who are best able to switch between these cognitive approaches; that is, those who are battle-wise.

While there is no easy solution for altering the military’s PME system to support different (and often opposing) needs, there are some steps that appear promising. One option for encouraging innovative thinking is to strictly enforce a policy that all educational institutions leave rank at the door. This is especially important as a new generation of soldiers who have grown up with computer technology enter the force. Another idea is to change how these schools grade their students, or how the Services take academic performance into account in their promotion decisions. Again, the goal is to move away from an overly strong focus on compliance with theory and doctrine to more creative thinking (not to say that theory and doctrine are not important—they are—we are simply proposing a change in emphasis). A more direct strategy might be to focus the teaching curriculum on the problem of groupthink itself. One concept that may be useful in this regard in termed cross-boundary leadership:
Cross-boundary leaders must be public servants who are very skillful at communicating, coordinating, and collaborating as members of networks across sectors, levels, departments, and agencies. As participants in networks they must foster trust among members, be selfless risk-takers, and effectively focus on intended outcomes to achieve lofty goals as well as concrete goals for their customers…and the senior leaders of their own organizations. They must think systematically, influence others without relying on organizational authority, and share responsibility and accountability with other cross-boundary participants. To be effective, cross-boundary leaders must appreciate cultural and organizational differences, and appreciate, create, and take advantage of networks that rely on technology, management, policy, and people.  

It is evident that cross-boundary leaders have the potential to increase the collective wisdom of military organizations. The challenge facing the military is how to integrate cross-boundary leadership principles into its PME curriculum. While there are examples of this concept being integrated in military institutions of higher learning (e.g. at the Information Resources Management College), more work is needed to adapt this approach to both Service and Joint colleges. By reinforcing battle-wise training with cross-boundary leadership, the military can strengthen a culture that values the innovative, adaptable, and creative thinking required in today’s complex environment.

RETENTION

If the military proves successful in recruiting, educating, and training battle-wise people, it will then face the challenge of keeping them. There are several obstacles to achieving this goal. Perhaps the biggest one is the fact that the characteristics that define battle-wise soldiers are in high demand in the private sector. The business world generally offers better pay and more desirable career opportunities than the military, especially for individuals with the sorts of abilities we would stress. As a result, there is a risk that some of the most capable soldiers will leave the military before it has received sufficient payback for the education and training it has provided them.

The flip side of this problem is that the existing personnel system makes it difficult for the military to release soldiers that it does not need. The result of these two conflicting challenges is that the military has a poor mix of soldiers: “On average between 1999 and 2002, the services had shortages in about 30 percent of their occupations, while they were overstaffed in 40 percent.” The options for fixing this problem fall into three general categories: career development, tangible benefits, and intangible benefits.

Career Development

As indicated earlier, the ability to predict how well a young recruit will perform in military operations based on prior education and test scores is limited. While there are certain traits that can be correlated with high quality in the military (leadership, communication), it is extremely difficult to discern who has such qualities during the recruiting process because they do not appear until a person is placed in combat situation that forces the recruit to reveal his/her true
nature. Therefore, it is incumbent on the military to identify battle-wise individuals as soon as possible in their careers. This process is called sorting.

Early sorting to identify battle-wise individuals will allow the military to focus resources not only on developing those individuals but also retaining them. They could receive higher base pay, performance bonuses, specialized education and training, and career tracks that stress operations. This approach is used for SOF, pilots, and other high-value occupations. The challenge will be to extend it more broadly across the combat forces.49

In addition to identifying battle-wise soldiers at the beginning of their careers, the military should also consider highly rigorous sorting around the 10-12 year mark, which generally coincides with promotion from O3 to O4 in the officer ranks: “…it is important that people not reach 10 to 12 years of service without having been selected for their knowledge, skills, initiative, and effort.”50 Because the current retirement system does not vest until 20 years of service, soldiers who make it past the 10-12 year threshold tend to remain in the military until year 20. It also becomes harder to justify releasing soldiers after 12 years based on performance. This is a major cause of overstaffing.

Yet another problem with the current personnel system is that the military often loses the people it most wants to keep beyond 20 years, when their cognitive effectiveness may be at its greatest and most needed. After they have vested in their retirement system, many soldiers leave the military to begin second years in the private sector. Rigorous sorting before soldiers reach the 10-12 year mark can target those who will provide value in the long run and focus on retaining those soldiers beyond 20 years. According to Bernard Rostker, former Undersecretary of Personnel and Readiness:

In the twenty-first century, the U.S. military needs a competitive up-or-out system in the junior grades with relatively high selection rates, and then stringent selection of only about 30 percent into a career force. Once in the career force, the norm would be very high promotion rates, perhaps 90 percent to O-6 (colonel) rather than the 50 percent of today. Longer tenure and higher remuneration for those selected to join the “career force” should encourage people to stay for a full career that would end at about forty years of service. Compensation packages must be structured to motivate the best to stay and to encourage those whose potential is limited to leave.51

While sorting policies may be used to optimize the mix of junior and senior soldiers in the military, they are only one piece of the puzzle; compensation policies are another key factor for improving retention of battle-wise personnel.

Tangible Benefits

One of the primary means that the armed forces use to retain people is a mix of tangible benefits that includes pay and non-monetary (in-kind) benefits, such as housing, medical care, and assistance with child care and education.52 Because the private sector usually offers higher base salaries and bonuses than the military, one strategy that the military has used to retain its people
is to offer generous medical and retirement benefits. Thus, individuals can receive compensation that may rival what is found in business if they are willing to defer those rewards for 20 years. However, the fact that retirement benefits do not accrue until 20 years of service causes some soldiers to stay in the military longer than would be optimal for the force as a whole. This ends up costing a great deal of money and also sub-optimizes their allocation of resources since those funds that could be used to entice “high-aptitude individuals” to remain in the military are tied up with lower quality soldiers who are staying in the military primarily to obtain their retirement benefit.

The dilemma here is that retirement benefits, triggered at the 20-year point, are one of the advantages the military has over the private sector, which make them an excellent retention tool. The challenge is to retain the best and discourage those who provide little value to the organization. It seems clear that a more flexible retirement system would help the military retain its best and brightest while releasing those people whom it no longer needs. While there are numerous options for modifying the retirement system, we believe that the following changes merit serious consideration:

1. Adopt a new retirement system that includes full vesting between 5 and 10 years.
2. Increase government contributions (matching funds) for military personnel who participate in the Thrift Savings Plan.
3. Remove the one-size-fits-all twenty-year annuity in favor of one that allows for differences among occupations.

While overhauling the military’s retirement system would help in retaining battle-wise individuals, other tangible benefits play an important role in retention. Of course, one of biggest factors that causes prized people to leave the military is the difference in pay between it and the private sector. Companies can offer employees higher base pay, significant bonuses (often exceeding base pay at senior levels), and stock options. While it is difficult for the military to match such compensation, it does not have to do so in order to retain its people. The military offers numerous other tangible and intangible benefits that can compensate for differences in pay; however, monetary compensation in the military must be “close enough” to what is offered in the private sector that the differences there do not outweigh the other benefits of military service.

The Defense Department has two levers at its disposal in this area: base pay and variable pay (bonuses). One obvious approach for increasing retention (and helping recruitment) is to increase significantly the base pay of all members of the military. However, the costs associated with a pay raise of this magnitude are so exorbitant as to make it a non-starter. A steeper pay table, by which promotions would produce ever-larger step increases, could offer substantially greater compensation for those who stay and excel. Taking responsibilities into account, military pay tends to become less competitive with the private sector the higher the rank to which one rises and the longer one stays in the service. The present value of future pay is a major factor in retention decisions, especially for highly educated and able individuals who think about long-term financial well-being and know that companies pay senior people well.
The advantage of using base pay as a lever for increasing retention is that it minimizes uncertainty and perceived inequity for people in the system: everyone at a given level in a given branch of service will get the same pay. The disadvantage of this approach is that it lacks the flexibility to reward and motivate battle-wise abilities and performance. In contrast, variable pay options such as performance bonuses are extremely flexible and thus well suited to rewarding strong performance by war-fighters facing cognitive challenges. One idea that appears particularly well-suited for retention of battle-wise soldiers is capability pay, which is designed to “provide compensation and incentives for superior individual capability, especially current and prospective future leadership potential.” Capability pay provides a mechanism for reward performance outside of the promotion system. As a result it provides greater flexibility to personnel managers and encourages personnel who excel in their jobs to remain in the military. Because capability pay can be skewed to become steeper at higher ranks, it can be useful in retaining high value personnel past the 20-year mark.

While variable pay has many advantages, it does carry some challenges. One disadvantage is that variable pay mechanisms may create incentives for “me-first” behavior. One way to minimize this problem is to tie the bonuses to the types of behaviors that improve performance in a networked environment, such as collaboration, sharing, and teamwork. This would create a shared sense of responsibility. On the other hand, assessing team performance can be difficult and will become more so as the composition of combat teams becomes fluid and crosses service lines, as will be the case in networked operations. Another challenge is that systems that reward outstanding behavior must be based on a rigorous set of standards that are perceived as being applied fairly. If this is not done well, the variable pay system may foster a climate of competition and parochialism.

Intangible Benefits

Although efforts to improve retention of battle-wise people should begin with tangible benefits, intangible benefits must not be neglected. The military cannot top private sector pay for effective thinkers and decision-makers. In fact, focusing primarily on money may prove counterproductive: “the more compensation shifts toward tangible rewards, the more likely it is that professionals who seek the intangible rewards will leave. Their departure, in turn makes the military a less attractive place for other professionals, creating a vicious cycle away from professionalism toward bureaucracy.”

As mentioned earlier, perhaps the most important benefits the military can offer soldiers are high-quality, low-cost education and training. The military can provide exceptional people with a rewarding and beneficial experience of lifelong learning; in fact, it should do so in order to improve performance as well as retention. People with battle-wise potential will tend to value such a benefit, and the military should give such people priority for educational opportunities. Training and education are especially valued if they are useful outside the military, which is the case for the basic cognitive abilities that make up battle-wisdom. One would think that the better job the armed forces do in developing battle-wise people, the harder it will be retain those people. While there is almost certainly some truth to this, evidence also shows that if an organization gives people marketable skills, its employees will actually stay in longer than if they do not receive such skills: “There is a strong correlation of psychological commitment and intent to stay (loyalty) with an organization’s efforts to make an individual more marketable; the
risk of losing employees is greatly increased when organizations fail to provide such opportunities.\textsuperscript{61}

Finally, the military can offer people the feeling of camaraderie and satisfaction that comes from working with others to serve one’s country. Many soldiers view their military service and military lives as a “calling,” and their relationship to the Nation as a “compact.” Of course, the Nation must do its part to ensure that its soldiers are not taken for granted or put in harm’s way unnecessarily. The stresses and strains of frequent, long, and or dangerous deployments can take an immense psychological, emotional, and financial toll on both active duty and reserve personnel and their families.\textsuperscript{62}

CONCLUSION
There is ample evidence that the nature of warfare is changing. Both the United States and its enemies are taking advantage of networks to disseminate, utilize, and control information. Simultaneously, military operations are taking place in a grey zone between peacekeeping and warfare. As a result of these trends, decision making is becoming both more important and more difficult at all levels of the military. Our thesis is that cognitive skills that allow soldiers to make good decisions in multiple environments, and using multiple approaches, are becoming a key factor in the success of military operations. We have used the term “battle-wisdom” to describe those cognitive skills, and believe that the U.S. military needs to recognize explicitly such capabilities as it creates and trains its future forces. Unfortunately, when it comes to attracting, developing, and keeping battle-wise people, there are no silver bullets available to the military. Having said that, several ideas seem promising and deserve consideration: lateral entry; rigorous and intense training in unfamiliar, ambiguous, and urgent circumstances; educational emphasis on analytic thinking (especially when faced with uncertainty) and cross-boundary leadership; rigorous sorting before the 10-12 year mark; a more flexible retirement system; a steeper pay scale; and increased use of variable monetary incentives. Further research is needed to determine whether and how these (and other) ideas should be pursued.
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Our Fundamental Argument

- Decision-making is becoming both more difficult and more important in warfare
- DMing itself provides a competitive advantage
- No single DMing style satisfies operational requirements
- Battle-Wisdom describes the ability to switch easily between naturalistic and rational styles
- There is a need to increase level of Battle-Wisdom in the force
  - Need to target Battle-Wise people via recruiting
  - Need to increase Battle-Wisdom of soldiers through education and training
  - Need to retain Battle-Wise soldiers already in the force
- We will present numerous options for achieving these three goals
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Military Environments Increasingly Complex, Uncertain, and Dynamic

- Blurring lines between combatants and non-combatants
- Blurring lines between combat, stabilization, and nation building
- Urban terrain
- Mix of terrorists, irregular, and regular forces
- Enemy use of NetCentric technologies and principles
Implications for Decision-Making (DMing) are Profound

- More responsibility pushed to junior ranks
- Decisions become more complex, ambiguous, and rapid
- Implications of decisions can have global consequences
- Increased need to handle different types of decisions in rapid succession
Decision-Making (DMing) Is A Competitive Advantage in Military Operations

The ultimate attribute of the emerging American Way of War is the super-empowerment of the war fighter.¹

We want an adaptive organization full of problem solvers. We want them to know how to think, not just what to think. [Emphasis added]²

Iraq … is precisely the kind of unpredictable environment in which a cohort of hidebound and inflexible officers would prove disastrous . . . . the exigencies of the Iraq war are forcing decision-making downward; tank captains tell of being handed authority, mid-battle, for tasks that used to be reserved for colonels. [Emphasis added]³

No Single DMing Style Satisfies Current Operational Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Naturalistic Decisions</th>
<th>Rational Choice Decisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greater time pressure</td>
<td>More likely</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher experience level</td>
<td>More likely</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic conditions</td>
<td>More likely</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ill-defined goals</td>
<td>More likely</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need for justification</td>
<td></td>
<td>More likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict resolution</td>
<td></td>
<td>More likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimization</td>
<td></td>
<td>More likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater complexity</td>
<td></td>
<td>More likely</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Battle-Wisdom Represents a Blended DMing Model

- Describes the ability to move quickly and seamlessly between naturalistic and rational choice approaches
  - Is a shorthand term to describe a series of abilities needed to succeed in NCW
- Military equivalent of “street sense” or “court sense”
- Is inherently stronger in some people, but can be developed and/or strengthened by all
What is Needed to Build a Battle-Wise Force?

- Need to increase number of battle-wise people entering the force
- Need to increase levels of battle-wisdom in all people in the force
- Need to minimize the number of battle-wise people leaving the force
Recruiting

Challenges

- Enlisted
  - AFQT and educational background do not capture Battle-Wise qualities
  - Pool is decreasing in size
- Officer
  - Competition from private sector
  - May not be able to observe key traits (e.g. ROTC)

Options

- Increase benefits from enlistment
  - Tangible and intangible
- Develop predictors for Battle-Wisdom
  - More likely for officers
- Increase use of lateral entry
Training

Challenges
- Doctrinal focus may stifle innovation/creativity
  - Issue for major exercises/experiments
- Stigma of failure
- Lack of sufficient variety to develop needed experience
- Need to duplicate conditions in the field

Options
- Increased use of SOF training techniques
  - Multiple stressors
  - Train to failure
- Expansion of NTC approach
  - AARs
  - Highly capable OPFOR
- Continue development and use of simulations
  - Re-create variety and complexity of field situations in NRT
  - Relatively low cost
## Education

### Challenges
- Groupthink may hinder challenges to conventional wisdom
  - Importance of grades
  - Rank is the classroom
  - Heavy focus on existing doctrine and theory rather than critical thinking
- Insufficient focus on “soft” topics
  - Critical for dealing with civilian populations and coalition partners
  - Key element in winning “War of Ideas”

### Options
- Less focus on grades in promotion decisions
- Increase emphasis on “leaving rank at the door”
- Focus on cross-boundary leadership
- Increase education of critical thinking skills
- Address “soft” topics as part of core curriculum
  - Culture
  - Language
  - Conflict resolution
  - Psychology
Retention

Challenges

- Competition from private sector
  - Pay and career develop.
- Retirement system creates undesirable incentives
  - Soldiers past 10-12 years stay until 20 to get benefits
  - Soldiers hitting 20 years tend to retire
  - Results in poor mix of personnel

Options

- More rigorous sorting before 10-12 years
- More flexible retirement benefits
  - Vesting between 5-10 years
  - Increased TSP matching
- Steeper pay scales
- Increased use of variable pay
- Continue to leverage intangible benefits like education and training
Our Fundamental Argument

- Decision-making is becoming both more difficult and more important in warfare
- DMing itself provides a competitive advantage
- No single DMing style satisfies operational requirements
- Battle-Wisdom describes the ability to switch easily between naturalistic and rational styles
- There is a need to increase level of Battle-Wisdom in the force
  - Need to target Battle-Wise people via recruiting
  - Need to increase Battle-Wisdom of soldiers through education and training
  - Need to retain Battle-Wise soldiers already in the force
- We have presented numerous options for achieving these three goals—further research is required to assess the utility of these and other ideas
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